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ITEM #13: APPROVAL OF CONSENT ITEMS 

 
13A. MINUTES 

Minutes of the HRTPO Board meeting held on March 21, 2013 are attached. 
 
Attachment 13-A 
 
Recommended Action: The HRTPO staff recommends approval of the minutes. 
 

13B. HRTPO FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

The Statement of Revenues and Expenditures for the activities of February 2013 is 
attached. This statement reflects the financial status of the HRTPO as a whole. 
 
Attachment 13-B 
 
Recommended Action: Accept the HRTPO Financial Statement. 
 

13C. FY 2012-2015 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AMENDMENT: HRT 

Attached is a request from Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) to amend the FY 2012 – 2015 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), as follows:  

o HRT0003: Replacement Rolling Stock – Paratransit 
 Change project name to “Replacement Vans – Paratransit and TRAFFIX 
 Reduce FY 2013 FTA 5307 funding by $422,000 
 Modify FY 2013 funding as follows: 

• Increase FTA 5309 funding by $2,000,000 
• Increase FY 2013 State match by $198,000 
• Increase FY 2013 Local match by $198,000 

o HRT0032: ADP Software 
 Modify FY 2014 funding as follows: 

• Increase FTA 5307 funding by $2,538,000 
• Increase FY 2014 State match by $318,000 
• Increase FY 2014 Local match by $318,000 

 Modify FY 2015 funding as follows: 
• Increase FTA 5307 funding by $982,000 
• Increase FY 2015 State match by $123,000 
• Increase FY 2015 Local match by $123,000 

o HRT0081: Transit Asset Management System 
 Add new project to TIP, including the following funding: 

• $1,000,000 in FY 2013 FTA 5309 funds 
• $125,000 in FY 2013 State match 
• $125,000 in FY 2013 Local match 

o HRT0082: Hampton Facility Upgrade 
 Add new project to TIP, including the following funding: 

• $286,000 in FY 2013 FTA 5307 funds 
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• $29,000 in FY 2013 State match 
• $29,000 in FY 2013 Local match 

 
The proposed TIP amendment was made available for public review from March 27, 2013 
and runs through April 10, 2013.  The Transportation Technical Advisory Committee has 
recommended approval of the TIP amendment. 
 
Attachment 13-C 
 
Recommended Action: Approve the TIP amendment. 
 

13D. FY 2012-2015 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AMENDMENT: HRT 

Attached is a request from Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) to amend the FY 2012 – 2015 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), as follows:  
 

• Transfer a total of $195,070 in FY 2011 CMAQ funds (including state match): 
o From: UPC T1822: Norfolk Light Rail Construction 
o To: UPC T4184: Light Rail Operating Assistance 

 
The proposed TIP amendment was made available for public review from March 27, 2013 
and runs through April 10, 2013.  The Transportation Technical Advisory Committee has 
recommended approval of the TIP amendment. 
 
Attachment 13-D 

 
Recommended Action: Approve the TIP amendment. 
 

13E. HRTPO CITIZEN TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE: MEMBERSHIP 

The HRTPO Citizen Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC) has four openings for 
representatives from the Cities of Chesapeake, Newport News, Poquoson, and Virginia 
Beach.  As an advisory committee to the HRTPO Board, the mission of the CTAC is to 
provide the HRTPO with a citizen’s viewpoint on regional transportation issues, 
strategies, funding, priorities, and the decision-making process of the HRTPO.  The 
HRTPO posted a call for membership applications to the CTAC beginning December 12, 
2012 via a notice on the HRTPO website. 
 
The following individuals have been recommended for CTAC membership: 

 
• City of Virginia Beach – Mr. Allan Parrott 

Mr. Parrott is the President of Tidewater Fleet Supply, LLC.  He is active with Virginia 
Beach Vision and the Business Roundtable Transportation Committee. 
 

• City of Newport News – Mr. Carlton Hardy 
Mr. Hardy is a retired Instructional Systems Specialist (Civil Service).  He is active 
with the Peninsula Fine Arts Center, Cultural Alliance of Greater Hampton Roads, 
Hampton Roads Business OutReach, and the Norfolk Arts District. 
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Recommended Action: Approve Mr. Allan Parrott and Mr. Carlton Hardy to fill the CTAC 
vacancies. 
 

13F. AUTHORIZING RESOLUTIONS FOR FY 2014 FEDERAL AND STATE GRANT 
APPLICATIONS 

The Virginia Department of Transportation, the Virginia Department of Rail and Public 
Transportation, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), and the Federal Highway 
Administration require the HRTPO Board to formally authorize the Executive Director to 
apply for Federal (80%), State (10%), and Local (10%) funds during FY 2014. The 
Executive Director is requested to sign certificates for the following: 

• Authorizing Resolution to execute and file an FTA application for Section 5303 
Metropolitan Planning Funds 

• Authorizing Resolution directing staff to assist VDOT and administer State, 
Planning and Research (SPR) Funds 

Attachment 13-F1 
Attachment 13-F2 
 
Recommended Action: Authorize the Executive Director to execute the above 
resolutions and file applications for FY 2014 transportation grants. 
 

13G. HB 2313 TRANSPORTATION REVENUES 

Secretary Sean Connaughton transmitted correspondence, dated April 4, 2013, to the 
HRTPO Executive Director regarding the regional taxes found in HB 2313 (Attachment 6-
A).  The Governor recommended, and the General Assembly approved, amendments to 
redefine their applicability.  Specifically, rather than the regional taxes only applying in 
certain named localities, the amendments broaden the applicability to any Planning 
District that meets certain population, registered vehicle, and transit ridership criteria.  
Numerous technical changes were also made to ensure that associated language reflected 
these changes, such as requiring that revenues deposited into the Hampton Roads 
Transportation Fund be used on projects in all regions of Planning District 23. 
 
The legislation will impose taxes on three localities that are members of the Hampton 
Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC) but not the Hampton Roads Transportation 
Planning Organization (HRTPO).  They include the City of Franklin and the Counties of 
Southampton and Surry. 
 

 The Secretary suggests two possible alternatives: 

“Develop an agreement among the HRTPO member and non-member localities that 
guarantees representation and voting rights for the non-members on matters 
involving the planning, programming, and funding of projects supported by the HB 
2313 revenue;”  

or 

“The HRTPO could amend the boundaries of the HRTPO to include Southampton, 
Franklin, and Surry”. 
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The HRTPO staff recommends approving an interim agreement among the HRTPO 
members and the three non-member localities that guarantees representation and voting 
rights to the non-members on matters involving the planning, programming, and funding 
of projects supported by the state revenues in HB 2313.  Attached is a Memorandum of 
Agreement between the HRTPO and the City of Franklin and Counties of Southampton 
and Surry in accordance with the Secretary’s suggestion.   
 
This item was discussed in the Workshop Agenda, Item #6.  Please refer to Attachment 6-
A and 6-B. 

 
Recommended Action: Approve the Memorandum of Agreement. 
 

13H. HRTPO FY 2014 BUDGET 

The HRTPO FY 2014 Budget reflects the current economic times in that it is conservative 
in nature.  The Total Budget is down 6%, or almost $250,000 ($4,080,908 in 2013 to 
$3,833,401 in 2014).  Expenditures are down in all categories except a minor increase in 
Special Contracts.  Operating Expenditures (including Personnel, Standard Contracts, and 
Operations) are down $48,580 (or 1.6%) from those in 2013 mainly due to reductions in 
telephone, printing, memberships, software and network upgrades, and photo copy 
expenses.   
 
This item was discussed in the Workshop Agenda, Item #7.  Please refer to Attachment 7. 
 
Recommended Action: Approve the HRTPO FY 2014 Budget. 

 
13I. FY 2014 UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM 

The HRTPO staff, in coordination with Hampton Roads Transit, Williamsburg Area 
Transit Authority, VDOT, and DRPT has developed the Unified Planning Work Program 
(UPWP) for fiscal year (FY) 2014. The UPWP describes the mutual responsibilities of the 
aforementioned entities in carrying out the metropolitan transportation planning process 
for Hampton Roads. 
 
The enclosed document was made available for public review from March 27, 2013 
through April 10, 2013. The public comments received will be included in the appendix of 
the UPWP, along with HRTPO staff responses on how the points of the public comments 
were addressed in the final document.  The Transportation Technical Advisory 
Committee has recommended approval, subject to public comments received. 

 
This item was discussed in the Workshop Agenda, Item #8.  Please refer to Enclosure 8.   
 
Recommended Action: Approve the FY 2014 Unified Planning Work Program. 
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13J. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF CENSUS TRANSPORTATION DATA 

The HRTPO staff has prepared a report containing and analyzing transportation data 
from the U.S. Censuses of 1970 through 2010 for Hampton Roads and area localities.   
 
The data is presented individually by locality and collectively for the region.  Regional 
data is presented for both the Hampton Roads Metropolitan Planning Area and the 2010 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).  Using 2010 MSA data, Hampton Roads is compared 
to other MSAs of similar size.  Locality data is presented for each of the 18 localities that 
fall into at least one of the Hampton Roads regional definitions. 
 
The draft report was presented to TTAC in February and made available for public 
comment for two weeks ending February 25, 2013.  The TTAC approved the report at its 
March meeting. 
 
This item was discussed in the Workshop Agenda, Item #9.  Please refer to Enclosure 9. 
 
Recommended Action: Approve the Historical Analysis of Census Transportation Data 
final report. 
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Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization (TPO) 
Board Minutes of March 21, 2013 

The Hampton Roads TPO Board Meeting was called to order at 10:38 a.m. in the Regional 
Boardroom, 723 Woodlake Drive, Chesapeake, Virginia, with the following in attendance: 
 
HRTPO Voting Members in Attendance: 
Molly Joseph Ward, Chair (HA) 
Alan P. Krasnoff, Vice-Chair (CH) 
Ella P. Ward (Alternate, CH) 
Dee Dee Darden (IW) 
Mary Jones (JC) 
McKinley Price (NN) 
Paul D. Fraim (NO) 
Kenneth I. Wright (PO)* 
Herbert Green (Alternate, PQ) 
Linda T. Johnson (SU)* 
Charles Brown (Alternate, SU)* 

 
William D. Sessoms (VB)* 
Clyde Haulman (WM) 
Thomas G. Shepperd, Jr. (YK) 
Thelma Drake (DRPT) 
Senator Frank Wagner (GA) 
Delegate John Cosgrove (GA) 
Delegate Chris Stolle (GA) 
Ray Amoruso (Alternate, HRT) 
Michael Estes (VDOT) 
Kevan Danker (WATA) 

   
HRTPO Nonvoting Members in Attendance: 
James E. Baker (CH) 
Brenda Garton (GL) 
Mary Bunting (HA) 
W. Douglas Caskey (IW)* 
Robert C. Middaugh (JC) 
Neil A. Morgan (NN) 
Marcus Jones (NO) 
John Rowe (PO) 
J. Randall Wheeler (PQ) 
Selena Cuffee-Glenn (SU) 

 
James K. Spore (VB) 
Jackson C. Tuttle, II (WM) 
James O. McReynolds (YK) 
William Harrison (CTAC)* 
Shepelle Watkins-White (Alternate, CTAC) 
Ivan Rucker (FHWA) 
William Bell (FTAC)  
Lt. Col. Jayne Jansen (LANGLEY-EUSTIS)* 
Wendy Vachet (Alternate, USN) 

  
HRTPO Executive Director: 
Dwight L. Farmer 

 

  
CTB Participants: 
Hollis Ellis (CTB)* 
Shep Miller (CTB)* 

 
 

  
HRTPO Voting Members Absent: 
Carter Borden (GL) 
W. Eugene Hunt (PQ) 
Senator Thomas Norment (GA) 
 

 
William E. Harrell (HRT) 
Rodney Oliver (VPA) 

  

Attachment 13-A
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HRTPO Nonvoting Members Absent: 
Jeffrey Breeden (FAA) 
Irene Rico (FHWA) 
Tony Cho (FTA) 
Brigid Hynes-Cherin (FTA) 
Col. Korvin D. Auch (LANGLEY-EUSTIS) 
Col. Tom Wetherington (LANGLEY-EUSTIS) 

 
Wayne Shank (NAA) 
Ken Spirito (PAC) 
Capt. John Little (USCG) 
Capt. David Culler (USN) 
Randall P. Burdette (VDOA) 

  
*   Late arrival or early departure  
  
Others Recorded Attending: 
John Gergely (Citizen); Earl Sorey (CH); Brian DeProfio, Will Moffett (HA); Michael King, 
Sharon Scott, Jerri Wilson (NN); Rob Brown, Dale Castellow, Bryan Pennington, Jeff Raliski, 
Ron Williams (NO); Paige Cherry, Sherri Neil, Susan Wilson (PO); Sherry Hunt, Eric Nielsen, 
Patrick Roberts (SU); Mark Schnaufer (VB); Sheila Noll (YK); Julie Timm (HRT); L. Frank 
Mach (Maritime Administration); Will Christopher (HRPTA); Robbyn Gayer (HR4R); Mark 
Geduldig-Yatrofsky (Portsmouthcitywatch.org); Justin Gillian, Philip Townsend (WVEC-
TV); Donald Cole, David Mills, Kirsten Tynch (Woolpert); Erik Almamist, Rich Clifton, 
Dennis Heuer (RK&K), Patrick Crute (Virginia Port Partners); Mark Osenbaugh (EV 
Williams); Delegate Michael Watson, Delegate David Yancey (General Assembly); Christie 
New Craig (Delegate John Cosgrove’s Office); Chirsten Faatz (Senator McWaters’ Office); 
Jason Powell (Senate Finance Committee); Ross Grogg (Kemper Consulting); Scott Lovell 
(Parsons Brinckerhoff); W. Dewey Hurley (Branscome); Tracy Baynard (McGuire Woods 
Consulting); Tracy Agnew (Suffolk News Herald); Jim Murray (Jacobs); Angela Bezik 
(Principle Advantage); Ellis W. James (Sierra Club Observer); Tom Inglima, Amber 
Randolph (Willcox & Savage); Austin Bogues (Daily Press); Alex Metcalf (TEMS); Angel 
Deem, Adam Jack, Scott Smizik, Eric Stringfield (VDOT); Cathy Aiello (Aiello Enterprises); 
HRTPO and HRPDC Staff:  Camelia Ravanbakht, Sam Belfield, Rick Case, Rob Case, Brian 
Chenault, Jennifer Coleman, Nancy Collins, Mary Donney, Kathlene Grauberger, Greg 
Grootendorst, Jim Hummer, Theresa Jones, Whitney Katchmark, Michael Kimbrel, Mike 
Long, Jai McBride, Kendall Miller, Jessica Nappi, Keith Nichols, Pavithra Parthasarathi, Joe 
Paulus, Dale Stith, Joe Turner, Chris Vaigneur, and Chris Wichman.   
 
HRTPO Resolutions of Appreciation 
 
Chair Molly Ward presented two Resolutions of Appreciation to William Harrison of 
Virginia Beach for his contributions to both the HRTPO Board and as Chair of the HRTPO 
Citizen Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC).  Mr. Harrison expressed his gratitude 
to Mayor William Sessoms and to the HRTPO Board and introduced Ms. Shepelle Watkins-
White as the new Chair of CTAC. 
 
Chair Ward presented a Resolution of Appreciation to Thelma Drake, Director of the 
Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) for her leadership and 
outstanding efforts in bringing passenger rail service to Hampton Roads.  Ms. Drake 
expressed her appreciation to the HRTPO Members for their solidarity regarding passenger 
rail and acknowledged the efforts of not only the HRTPO Board, but also Norfolk Southern, 
CSX, and Amtrak.  
 

Attachment 13-A
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Chair Ward stated the HRTPO Board is also bestowing a Resolution of Appreciation to 
Kevin Page, Chief Operating Office for DRPT for his efforts in bringing passenger rail to 
Hampton Roads.  Ms. Drake thanked the HRTPO Board on behalf of Mr. Page. 
 
(Mr. Harrison departs) 
 
Approval of Agenda 
 
Chair Ward asked for any additions or deletions to the agenda. She indicated a new 
business item was to be added at the request of HRTPO staff in order to hear additional 
technical comments regarding HB 2313.   
 
Mr. Thomas Shepperd Moved to add the new business item to the agenda; seconded by 
Mayor Linda Johnson.  The Motion Carried. 
 
Mayor Johnson Moved to approve the agenda with the amendment; seconded by Mr. 
Shepperd.  The Motion Carried. 
 

Workshop Agenda 
 
Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) Members Comment Period 
 
Mr. Shep Miller, CTB Member, reported the CTB was briefed by VDOT’s Commissioner and 
Chief Engineer regarding the pothole debacle that took place in February.  In the 
presentation, the Commissioner accepted equal responsibility with the Contractor for the 
issues.  The procurement has been cancelled and the intent is to hire a number of different 
contractors, at the direction of VDOT, to accomplish the work.  Mr. Miller indicated the 
State will more than likely pave I-64 and I-264 from the HRBT to the Oceanfront with four 
inches of asphalt.   
 
Mr. Miller expressed his gratitude to Senator Frank Wagner and the entire General 
Assembly for their efforts in passing the Governor’s transportation bill which will provide 
approximately $4 billion to the Commonwealth over the next Six-Year Improvement Plan 
(SYIP).  He noted the bill would send $1 billion to the HRTPO to be used locally on non-
transit related work.  One aspect that is not addressed in the bill is local bonding authority 
and he suggested the HRTPO discuss this topic at length.   
 
Mr. Hollis Ellis, CTB Member, stated the Transportation Alternatives (TA) Program, 
formally known as the Transportation Enhancement Program has only received a few 
applications with two from the Hampton Roads District.  He commented that the 
application period has been extended and encouraged the localities to submit projects.  He 
remarked that if the money from the TA Program was not utilized in the area, it would be 
used elsewhere in the State. 
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Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) Comments and Updates 
 
Ms. Thelma Drake, Director of DRPT, reported the Governor’s transportation bill has 
provided dedicated funding for passenger rail and will allow Virginia trains to continue 
running past October 1, 2013.  DRPT and the General Assembly have been working to 
obtain dedicated revenue for rail for the past four years.  Three of the Governor’s four top 
projects in that fund are in the Hampton Roads region: Trains 2 and 3 to Norfolk, 
enhancements to Richmond to Washington D.C. which will impact this area’s tracks, and 
additional track improvements from Richmond to Newport News. 
 
The Governor’s transportation bill also provides $66 million from the sales tax increase 
plus supplemental funding from the Mass Transit Trust Fund.  The General Assembly 
passed legislation to tie performance measures to global transit funding and all new money 
will come under those new metrics.  A Service Delivery Group (SDG) has been created to 
assist in the development of the metrics.  The CTB, along with General Assembly 
involvement and public input, will oversee this effort.  The first meeting of the SDG will be 
April 8, 2013.  
 
DRPT and Amtrak are embarking on a marketing campaign to include billboards and print 
ads to remind the public of the advantages of using Amtrak.   
 
Ms. Drake stated the City of Newport News is fully engaged with its rail station upstart. 
 
Military Liaisons Comments and Updates 
 
Lieutenant Colonel Jayne Jansen of Joint Langley-Eustis stated construction on Route 105 
has begun and the Base has changed its flow of employment times to accommodate the 
congestion issue.   
 
Ms. Wendy Vachet, on behalf of Captain David Culler, stated the Norfolk Naval Station piers 
are extremely busy due to sequestration and unanticipated additional work at the 
shipyard.  She indicated that while these are internal movements, they do impact the 
external network and congestion has occurred.  She noted the Navy is implementing 
suggestions and strategies from the HRTPO Commuter Survey.   
 
Regional Transportation Funding: Next Steps 
 
Mr. Dwight Farmer, HRTPO Executive Director, reported the transportation package will 
generate approximately $880 million annually statewide or approximately $3.6 billion over 
the next five years.   
 
(Mr. Caskey departs) 
 
HRTPO staff has estimated the revenue generated from the statewide components of HB 
2313 in Hampton Roads in FY 2018 to be roughly $165 million.   
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HRTPO staff has estimated the revenue generated from the regional components of HB 
2313 in Hampton Roads in FY 2018 to be roughly $200 million.  He noted that staff figures 
are within five or ten percent of those produced by the State and indicated this topic will be 
discussed in-depth at the HRTPO May Retreat.   
 
He stated HRTPO staff plans to request the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) 
and the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) prepare and provide the HRTPO 
with quarterly reports regarding: 
 

• Revenue receipts 
• Interest earned 
• Allocations of funds per HRTPO project priorities 
• Obligations by project phase (including preliminary engineering, right-of-way, and 

construction) and fund source 
• Expenditures by project phase 
• Progress report on project phase schedule and implementation 

 
HRTPO staff will endeavor to ensure that the State (CTB and VDOT) is: 
 

• Allocating Hampton Roads’ “fair share” of the Statewide funds 
• Moving in the directions approved by the HRTPO Board 
• Advancing regional projects in a timely manner 
• Expending regional funds appropriately and in a cost effective manner 
• Accounting for all revenue due under the Regional component as approved by the 

General Assembly 
 
Mr. Farmer summarized the three technical amendments pertaining to HB 2313 that were 
approved by the HRTPO Board at its special called meeting of March 4, 2013 and stated the 
next steps involving the transportation funding will be critical.  He indicated lawyers from 
Willcox & Savage, the HRTPO’s Attorney of Record, have been working closely with staff on 
a daily basis.  Regarding financial strategies and bonding capabilities, Mr. Farmer has 
received advice from the PFM Group.  Staff has created an updated twelve page document 
summarizing, with estimated cost detail, projects in the 2034 LRTP that were scored and 
ranked based on the HRTPO Board-approved Prioritization Tool.  He recommended the 
Board utilize this document to determine which projects to move forward with the new 
transportation funding.  These important issues, along with project management and 
human resource requirements will be discussed at length during the May Retreat.  Lawyers 
from Willcox & Savage and Financial Advisors from the PFM Group will be in attendance. 
 
Mayor Fraim inquired as to whether Northern Virginia has the ability to issue bonds.  Mr. 
Farmer replied the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority is able to issue bonds.  He 
stated there are some bonding capabilities in place now such as the State’s ability to bond 
the Virginia Port Authority funds.  He noted the HRTPO Board may want to research 
options that may require future General Assembly actions. 
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Mr. Michael Estes introduced himself as VDOT’s Interim Hampton Roads District 
Administrator and stated the Transportation Project Priorities Brochure is an excellent 
document to assist in program development.  He asked whether there was a mechanism for 
communication when project information changes.  Mr. Farmer replied affirmatively and 
stated that once studies have been completed or as VDOT produces additional 
documentation and projects become official, they will be run through the Prioritization tool 
again and those results will be brought to the Board. 
 
I-64 Peninsula DEIS Study – Preferred Alternative 
 
Dr. Camelia Ravanbakht, HRTPO Deputy Executive Director, reported that on October 24, 
2012, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) approved the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the I-64 Peninsula Study.   
 
The study area is a 75 mile long segment of I-64, from I-95 (Exit 190) in Richmond to I-664 
(Exit 264) in Hampton.  The alternatives retained for detailed analysis in the DEIS include a 
No-Build Alternative and five separate highway Build Alternatives, as follows: 
 

• Alternative 1A – adding additional general purpose lanes to the outside of the 
existing general purpose lanes 

• Alternative 1B – adding additional general purpose lanes in the median 
• Alternative 2A – adding additional lanes to the outside and tolling all lanes 
• Alternative 2B – adding additional lanes to the median and tolling all lanes 
• Alternative 3 – adding managed lanes to the median 

 
Due to restrictions within the MAP-21 transportation legislation, Alternatives 2A and 2B 
are no longer viable options. 
 
The CTB received a presentation by VDOT on the DEIS on February 20, 2013 and although 
the VDOT schedule called for CTB selection of a Locally Preferred Alternative during its 
March 2013 meeting, the CTB agreed to delay that action to provide the HRTPO an 
opportunity to advise the CTB of the region’s preferred alternative.   
 
Dr. Ravanbakht stated the Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (TTAC) has 
recommended Alternative 1A as the preferred alternative, with the caveat that Context 
Sensitive Design be applied due to the Yorktown Naval Weapons Station fence-line. The 
TTAC has further recommended a phased approach (build in fundable segments) for 
construction of the project.  In addition, the HRTPO staff recommends that VDOT give full 
consideration to widening I-64 to six lanes in the interim by maximizing the shoulders, the 
existing right-of-way, while meeting industry standards.  HRTPO staff also recommends 
that any interim solution should not preclude the permanent widening of I-64 in the future. 
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In Spring 2013, the CTB will decide on the Preferred Alternative with the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement due sometime in Winter 2013.  A Record of Decision 
(ROD) is anticipated in 2014 by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA); however, the 
HRTPO must demonstrate that funding is available and amend the LRTP to include the 
project. 
 
Dr. Ravanbakht indicated the HRTPO Board Recommended Action is to either: 
 

• Approve the resolution selecting Alternative 1A as the preferred alternative, as well 
as supporting an interim solution, as recommended by the HRTPO staff; or 

• Recommending the CTB postpone its action until after the HRTPO Board Retreat on 
May 16, 2013. 

 
Mr. Farmer explained the six lane interim would utilize all or parts of the existing shoulder 
pavement sections, rehabilitated to full depth pavement to allow for full weight and travel 
speed in a safe manner that would be approved by the FHWA and American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).  It would also require pull off 
shoulder lanes.  He stated the six lane option is an affordable and rapid implementable 
option as compared to the entire eight lane option which would require overpass, 
underpass, and roadway rework. 
 
Senator Frank Wagner asked whether consideration was given to a combination of 
Alternatives 1A and 1B in order to adhere to the fence-line of the Yorktown Weapons 
Station.  Mr. Neil Morgan replied the language regarding the application of Context 
Sensitive Design solves the issue. 
 
Mr. Farmer stated several jurisdictions are sensitive to destroying the median leading into 
Hampton Roads.  There are context sensitive design capabilities that would allow for 
movement to both the inside and outside at the same time.   
 
Chair Ward shared Senator Wagner’s concern regarding the existing right-of-way around 
the Weapons Station.  She believed the language in the resolution was not strong enough. 
 
Mr. Farmer recently met with the Peninsula City Managers, VDOT staff, and VDOT’s 
Consulting staff where VDOT assured them that the eight lane widening could be 
accomplished within the existing right-of-way. 
 
Mr. Morgan indicated it was his understanding that the modification language in 
Alternative 1A would prevent the occurrence of a fatal flaw while constructing near the 
Weapons Station.  He noted this solution was the best compromise between respecting the 
military fence-line and protecting the entrance into the region. 
 
Mr. Robert Middaugh stated he believed the modification language addresses Yorktown 
Weapons Stations specifically; however, it gives the designers the ability to recognize other 
issues that might present themselves rather than only adhering to the addition of exterior 
lanes. 
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Ms. Vachet reported that Admiral T.G. Alexander addressed the HRTPO Board in January 
2012 and specifically mentioned this project with regards to the right-of-way surrounding 
the Yorktown Weapons Station.  She stated this particular boundary is mission critical with 
no room to waiver.  She noted representatives from the Navy have consulted with VDOT 
and believed the idea of a context sensitive design would allow for construction of 
additional lanes without encroaching on the Weapons Station.  She asked whether the 
HRTPO had previously commented on a preferred alternative for the region.   
 
Mr. Farmer replied that according to the FHWA, there is no formal process by which VDOT 
would seek HRTPO Board recommendations on a preferred alternative.  Normally, any 
HRTPO Board recommendation would be submitted via public comment.  
 
Ms. Vachet expressed her appreciation to Senator Wagner and to the Peninsula HRTPO 
Board members for their sensitivity towards the military’s needs.  
 
Mr. Shepperd stated that although there is currently no funding for the project, the HRTPO 
will be recommending an alternative that will allow VDOT to progress with the engineering 
proposal to widen I-64.  He asked what the consequences were of providing a 
recommendation when funding has not yet been identified.  Mr. Farmer replied in order to 
receive a ROD, the project must be in the fiscally constrained HRTPO Board-approved LRTP 
which gives some probability of funding for the project.  He expressed concern in how the 
six lane interim solution could be incorporated into the LRTP and ultimately building the 
eight lane build out in phases.  Currently the project is in the NEPA process and all answers 
will not be known until the design analysis phase of the project.   
 
Mayor William Sessoms stated the project needs to move forward; however, more 
conversation is required to make an informed decision and asked if it was the 
recommendation of the HRTPO staff to defer the discussion until after the May Retreat.  
Mayor McKinley Price replied staff provided the Board with two recommendations:  to 
approve the Resolution endorsing Alternative 1A or defer until after the May Retreat.  Mr. 
Farmer stated it was the Board’s decision whether to provide a recommendation today to 
the CTB or wait until after the May Retreat; though the Peninsula Board members are eager 
to move the project forward.   
 
Senator Wagner commented it would be beneficial for the General Assembly Board 
members to understand the cost difference between Alternative 1A and 1B because the 
public may rather have the median compromised instead of paying a toll in the future.  He 
asked if there was a major price difference with the two alternatives.   
 
Mayor Price stated he believed moving the project forward would benefit the entire region.  
He indicated the cost for each alternative was estimated at $4 – $7 billion.   
 
Mr. Morgan commented that the long term vision may necessitate improvements that 
change the design of the interstate; however, there may be a reasonable and semi-
affordable way to provide an additional lane in either direction in the foreseeable future 
utilizing the same interchange infrastructure.  
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Senator Wagner reiterated his support for the I-64 Widening project yet stressed it should 
not encroach on the Yorktown Weapons Station and be built in the most cost-effective 
manner possible. 
 
Ms. Mary Jones expressed her support for the project and stated it would benefit Hampton 
Roads through economic development, tourism, military, and health and safety and 
believed the modification language in Alternative 1A for context sensitive design allowed 
for both design flexibility and maintaining the medians.  She suggested the HRTPO Board 
take action and provide a recommendation to the CTB today. 
 
Mayor Fraim asked for clarification as to why the I-64 Widening project extends to 
Richmond, rather than Williamsburg.  Mr. Farmer replied the HRTPO boundary is the James 
City County/New Kent County line.  He noted that ultimately, the widening would extend to 
I-95 in the next 20 years. 
 
Mayor Fraim inquired as to the cost figures of the project in relation to HRTPO boundaries.  
Mr. Farmer replied that interstate national highway system monies are federally funded.  
He recommended the HRTPO give serious consideration to offering a component of 
regional monies to fully match the 80% federal money to bring discretionary dollars to 
Hampton Roads. 
 
Delegate John Cosgrove emphasized the HRTPO Board exercise extreme caution because 
there are certain kill switches built into HB 2313; if any of the money that is set aside for 
Hampton Roads is spent outside of its jurisdictions, funding will stop, and it will not be 
reinstated.  He asked whether a portion of North Carolina was a member of the HRPDC.  Mr. 
Farmer replied that North Carolina was not within the HRPDC or HRTPO boundaries. 
 
Mr. Shepperd expressed his appreciation to both the CTB and VDOT for allowing the 
HRTPO to provide its preferred alternative recommendation.  He asked whether the 
HRTPO will have the opportunity to submit additional input as more details emerge 
pertaining to the project, such as cost estimates.  Mr. Miller replied affirmatively. 
 
Mayor Clyde Haulman voiced his support in selecting Alternative 1A indicating it is the first 
step in moving the project forward, yet at the same time, it will not lock the region into a 
specific design. 
 
Mayor Sessoms noted the I-64 Widening project is critical to Hampton Roads and although 
he wants the project to move forward, he believed more discussion was needed and Moved 
to defer the topic to the May Retreat. 
 
Chair Ward stated a motion can be initiated during the Consent Agenda to defer it to the 
May Retreat.  She noted it was important for the Navy to be comfortable with the language 
regarding the fence-line surrounding the Yorktown Weapons Station in the Resolution, if 
approved. 
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Hampton Roads Crossings – Patriots Crossing and HRBT 
 
Dr. Camelia Ravanbakht, HRTPO Deputy Executive Director, reported that congestion at the 
current crossings of Hampton Roads, the Hampton Roads Bridge-Tunnel (HRBT) on I-64 
and the Monitor-Merrimac Memorial Bridge-Tunnel (MMMBT) on I-664, has long been 
identified as a problem that is expected to worsen in future years.  Two primary corridors 
have been studied with the goal of addressing the congestion of the current Hampton 
Roads crossings: 
 

1. Widening I-64, from I-664 in Hampton to I-564 in Norfolk, including adding a new 
bridge-tunnel facility adjacent to the current HRBT 

2. Patriots Crossing (Component of the Hampton Roads Crossing Study) 
 
The 2034 Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and the FY 2012 – 2015 Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP) include studies for both the HRBT and Patriots Crossing. 
 
In 2008, VDOT completed a feasibility study of the expansion of the HRBT and in 2012, the 
HRTPO Board approved the 2034 LRTP which included an HRBT Study.  The HRBT EIS 
Study was approved by FHWA on December 12, 2012.  The Purpose and Need of the I-64 
HRBT is to improve the inadequate capacity of the existing crossings and to address 
roadway deficiencies.   
 
Dr. Ravanbakht stated there are several unresolved issues pertaining to the HRBT 
including the selection of an alternative, completion of the Environmental Assessments, 
and identification of funding.   
 
The Patriots Crossing first appeared in the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency 
Act (ISTEA) in 1991 as the Third Crossing.  A study of the corridor was completed in 1997 
with Corridor 9 selected as the preferred alternative.  In 2001, FHWA delivered a Record of 
Decision on this project and the Final EIS was completed.  VDOT has submitted revised 
environmental documents and is awaiting a final decision by the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA).  A decision by FHWA is not anticipated until project funding is 
identified.  In 2012, the HRTPO Board approved the 2034 LRTP which included a Patriots 
Crossing Study.   
 
As outlined in the Environmental Assessment of the Patriots Crossing, the Purpose & Need 
includes HRBT congestion relief, military mobility, and port and shipbuilding support. 
 
Dr. Ravanbakht summarized comments and concerns from the TTAC regarding both 
projects.  She indicated the CTB will be briefed on the HRBT EIS Study this month and will 
be determining a locally preferred alternative.   
 
She stated the HRTPO Board action timeline included discussion at today’s meeting with 
formal action anticipated to occur at the June 2013 meeting to recommend the HRTPO 
Board’s preference to VDOT prior to action by the CTB. 
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Mayor Fraim commented that although there is currently no funding for either project, the 
Board must consider the LRTP and future benefits for the region with regards to the two 
projects.  He reported that the recently released Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for 
the HRBT sets forth the disastrous environmental impacts that would occur in Norfolk with 
the widening of the HRBT.  He encouraged all Board members to read the EIS in order to 
become more informed regarding the potential impacts to not only Norfolk, but also to the 
City of Hampton.  He believed there was not a community in Hampton Roads that would 
accept the detrimental effects to its city when there was another way to achieve its goal.  He 
referenced the Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Center (VMASC) study, 
commissioned by the General Assembly, which documents that the Patriots Crossing will 
move transportation through the region in a more cost effective manner.  He noted VDOT 
has already funded the first phase of the Patriots Crossing, the I-64 Intermodal Connector, 
supported by both the Virginia Port Authority and the U.S. Navy, with almost $200 million.  
The I-64 Intermodal Connector sets the stage for the Patriots Crossing which will allow for 
future multimodal connection to the Peninsula.  He stated the HRTPO Board unanimously 
voted to support the Third Crossing in 1997 and indicated the Patriots Crossing is a 
slimmed down version that directly supports the region’s two main economic drivers for 
the region, that of the Military and the Virginia Port. 
 
Mayor Price asked whether the Patriots Crossing included a multimodal option.  Mayor 
Fraim replied it did not contain such an option; however, it provides the opportunity for 
one to be built in the future.   
 
Chair Ward encouraged the Board members to include variable pricing in its discussions 
regarding the area’s water crossing.  She stated there is not enough money to build either 
project for many years; yet congestion exists today.  She believed the public’s perception of 
tolling could be changed with variable pricing and requested to include this topic at the 
May Retreat. 
 
Mr. Miller commented he was still undecided in his decision regarding Patriots Crossing 
and the HRBT; yet he expressed concern pertaining to the aging infrastructure of the HRBT.  
He indicated that in reference to TTAC’s concern that the selection of a preferred 
alternative for the HRBT study by the CTB would preclude ultimate selection of Patriots 
Crossing as the preferred project was premature. 
 
Mr. Ivan Rucker stated in order for FHWA to make a decision under the NEPA process, 
there must be a proposed action that requires FHWA approval.  An action is defined in the 
environmental regulation as a request for funding or for approval of an activity that may or 
may not involve federal funding.  The NEPA decision itself cannot serve as the required 
FHWA approval in this context.  In order for FHWA to issue a NEPA decision the HRTPO 
must have the subsequent project phase in its Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).  
The FHWA will not only be reviewing the HRTPO’s LRTP but also the TIP to determine 
whether or not the subsequent phase is included with planned obligations. 
 
Senator Wagner expressed concern regarding HRBT associated environmental 
implications, Corps of Engineers approval, and environmental study costs. 
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Mayor Fraim asked if the CTB is poised to vote on the HRBT preferred alternative.  Mr. 
Miller replied the CTB vote will take place within the next few months.  Mayor Fraim 
inquired as to whether the CTB would be willing to postpone its vote in order for the 
HRTPO Board to discuss it further.  Mr. Miller replied affirmatively.  Mr. Ellis also replied 
affirmatively. 
 
Mr. Estes asked how the discussion at the May Retreat would incorporate the details of the 
various projects, the new transportation funding, and different scenarios for the projects.  
Chair Ward replied HRTPO staff will cohesively structure the retreat. 
 
Mr. Farmer stated the May Retreat will create the opportunity to have extended discussion 
on all of these topics, individually and collectively. 
 
Mr. Estes indicated VDOT would assist HRTPO staff in its endeavor to provide good 
technical data for the retreat. 
 
Mr. Miller inquired whether CTB members should attend the May Retreat.  Mr. Farmer 
replied that their assistance would be invaluable. 
 
Chair Ward expressed her gratitude to the CTB members for their participation and input. 
 
I-64 (Including High Rise Bridge) EIS – LRTP and TIP Amendments 
 
Dr. Pavithra Parthasarathi, HRTPO Principal Transportation Engineer reported staff 
received a request from the City of Chesapeake to amend the 2034 LRTP and the FY 2012-
2015 TIP to include an Environmental Study for the I-64 Southside Corridor. 
 
The details of the Environmental Impact Study are: 
 

• Improvement of the I-64 Corridor in Chesapeake from I-464 to I-664/264, including 
replacement of the High Rise Bridge 

• $5 million, to be provided in the second year of the recently adopted State budget, 
which begins July 1, 2013 

• Identified as the City of Chesapeake’s highest priority Interstate project for more 
than a decade 
 

The proposed LRTP amendment and TIP amendment were made available for public 
review and comment from February 27, 2013 through March 13, 2013 with no comments 
received. 
 
Dr. Parthasarathi stated the amendment is included in the Consent Agenda as Item 15-C. 
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Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study – Phase 2A Final Report 
 
Dr. Alexander Metcalf of Transportation Economics & Management Systems (TEMS), Inc. 
reported the Federal Railroad Administration approved the Record of Decision for the Tier 
I Richmond/Hampton Roads Passenger Rail in January 2013.  This service will provide 
three roundtrips per day at conventional speed (79 mph) from Newport News to Richmond 
and six roundtrips per day at higher speed (up to 90 mph) from Norfolk to Petersburg.   
 
He indicated the HRTPO retained the services of TEMS which resulted in the completion of 
two reports:  Preliminary Vision Plan (Phase 1) and Blueprint Study (Phase 1B).  Phase 2A 
contains the collected data for a Service Development Plan (SDP) application for the 
Norfolk-Richmond passenger rail corridor.  It establishes the needed databases for 
developing the SDP and other analysis needed to apply for USDOT Federal Railroad 
Administration passenger rail project funding.  This report assembles and collects the 
appropriate databases required for analysis of the market, routes, technology, and 
environmental conditions for the Norfolk-Richmond Corridor. 
 
Dr. Metcalf stated since the data collection process is complete, a Service Development Plan 
(SDP) can now be prepared.  The documentation can assist in researching public-private 
partnerships and a public outreach program.  
 
Dr. Metcalf indicated the Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study – Phase 2A – Final Report is 
included on the Consent Agenda as Item 15-I for HRTPO Board approval. 
 
(Mayor Wright and Mr. Brown depart) 
 
Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study – Phase 2B Scope of Work 
 
Dr. Camelia Ravanbakht, HRTPO Deputy Executive Director, reported that with the 
completion of Phase 2A for the Norfolk-Richmond Corridor, work could now proceed with 
developing the financial and business plan evaluation of the Norfolk-Richmond passenger 
rail corridor, in line with the program set out in the Blueprint Study (Phase 1B). The results 
of this study may provide feasibility level justification for further developing the case for 
high-speed rail and provide data needed to develop the assessment required by USDOT 
FRA for a Service Development Plan (SDP). 
 
(Mr. Miller departs) 
 
She stated that in order to achieve the direction that the HRTPO Board has prescribed for 
the Norfolk-Richmond passenger rail corridor and to systematically address federal, state 
regulations, and guidelines pertaining to Federal funding, the next step is to carry out an 
evaluation of higher and high-speed rail options. The main tasks proposed include the 
assessment of two passenger rail alternatives beyond the existing DRPT Amtrak service to 
Norfolk.  These High-Speed Rail (HSR) Service Alternatives are higher-speed (110-mph) 
operation and high-speed (125+ mph) operation. 
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The key steps in this evaluation process include: 
 

• Definition of the Service Options 
• Ridership and Revenue Analysis 
• Rail Service Analysis 
• Operating and Capital Costs 
• Financial and Economic Feasibility Analysis 
• Environmental Scan/Service NEPA 
• Implementation Plan 
• Vision Plan Report 

 
Dr. Ravanbakht stated Phase 2B will take a year to complete with status reports presented 
to the HRTPO Board on a regular basis.  Staff is requesting the HRTPO Board approve the 
Phase 2B Scope of Work at a cost of $260,000 and authorize the Executive Director to 
contract for Phase 2B with TEMS.  This item is under the Consent Agenda as Item 15-J for 
HRTPO Board approval. 
 
(Mayor Johnson and Mr. Brown depart) 
 
Chair Ward requested Ms. Drake elaborate on efforts set forth by DRPT relative to the 
Richmond-Newport News corridor and the new station in Newport News.   
 
Ms. Drake replied that CSX has agreed to complete approximately eight miles of double 
tracking which will be beneficial to the corridor.  DRPT plans to complete additional track 
improvements in the corridor utilizing funding from HB 2313 as the single track is worn 
and industrial based.   
 
Mr. Morgan commented that the City of Newport News has its station design consultant 
under contract and work is underway on aspects of the new station. 
 
Ms. Drake stated the City of Newport News is developing storage and turning radius for the 
trains.  Mr. Morgan indicated that work will be concentrated on Bland Boulevard in 
Newport News.   
 

Meeting Agenda 
 
Public Comment Period 
 
Five people requested to address the HRTPO Board.  Chair Ward asked them to limit their 
comments to three minutes.  
 

Mr. Patrick Crute 
Good afternoon.  In the interest of time, I will significantly shorten my comments, but I'm here 
today representing Virginia Port Partners, an organization made up of J.P. Morgan and 
advised for three to five years should we be given the Port of Virginia management work by 
Noatum and Maher. I want to express to you a couple of quick components: Virginia Port 
Partners will be comprised of Virginia International Terminals (VIT).  We envision that the 
workforce currently at VIT would become the workforce of Virginia Port Partners.  We seek to 
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build upon the successes of VIT through best practices and the strategic advice of Noatum 
Ports, which adds experience in non-stevedores cargo, and Maher, which has development 
experience of the Port.  They would be a part of the project for the first three to five years as I 
have stated.  J.P. Morgan, which would wholly own Virginia Port Partners, would provide 
significant capital to invest inside and outside the gate, modernize, and expand port 
operations.  Benefits for the Commonwealth: this is a concession, not a sale.  So the 
Commonwealth retains ownership throughout the period but does not assume any of the risks 
or financial requirements of investing and expanding a port.  They are common user terminals 
so there will be no conflicts with shipping industry or sacrificing business as part of a larger 
global strategy, and as I said, J.P. Morgan would provide significant investment, capital 
investment in the port operation.  I have more information and a handout which has been 
made available to you all, and I'll be around for questions if anybody would like to discuss 
them. 

 
Mr. Mark Geduldig-Yatrofsky 
Good afternoon.  Madam Chair, Honorable Commissioners, fellow citizens.  One of the 
components of HB 2313 that was moving in a different area, a different way of addressing use 
of the transportation resources was the alternative fuel vehicle tax or user fee.  And unlike 
others, some other hybrid owners and alternative fuel vehicle owners, I'm not opposed in 
concept to paying for my use of the roads, but what this fee imposes is a one-size fits all 
approach.  The motor fuels tax that it partially replaces had the benefit of bearing some 
proportional weight to the amount of use that a particular vehicle owner made of the 
resource.  In that, you burn so many gallons to travel so many miles. This approach, the fee, 
does not anywhere nearly address that.  So what I want to ask of the TPO with your fine staff 
resources is that you apply some thought to how we really get to: 1) measuring an individual 
user's impact on the shared resource; and, 2) how you come to a way of imposing a true user 
fee that captures that. I would like to see this part of the bill readdressed.  I hope the Governor 
will pull it out. If he does not, I hope the General Assembly will reconsider it and if the General 
Assembly does not reconsider it, then I would look to the courts to overrule it as arbitrary and 
discriminatory.  However, the concept is valuable and needs to be addressed in a reasonable 
and equitable fashion.  Thank you. 

 
Mr. John Gergely 
Good afternoon.  I'll be very quick.  This study and all the others, basically, it shows that the 
Hampton Roads Bridge-Tunnel, approving it, is the best all-around way to go.  The problem is 
there's some environmental impacts.  Mayor Fraim expressed his; Mayor Ward has expressed 
hers, and I think a concept we should look at is just add - look at eight tubes, initial four tubes, 
but just on the lanes leaving the tunnels and add lanes above ground.  Do not increase the 
lanes going in.  The traffic is getting there.  It's the tunnel that's the bottleneck.  So that would 
be one or two lanes coming out over towards Wards Corner and into Hampton. There's room 
to put at least one lane all the way towards Wards Corner and Delegate Odor and I looked at 
it.  We think that you can get two and get most of the right-of-way with the same concept 
you're thinking about I-64.  So you could not have to worry about hurting stuff like the 
Emancipation Oak in Hampton which would be horrible to do or the homes in Norfolk.  So just 
look - a six lane - just add lanes going out of the tunnels into the outgoing areas but coming 
into the tunnels you don't need to add lanes, the traffic is getting there already. So I think 
that's a concept that you ought to look at and a study like the VMASC study to look at the 
congestion that that would help, would be worth the trouble.  Thank you very much. 
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Delegate Watson 
Thank you, Madam Chair.  Delegate Mike Watson, 93rd District. Not being a member of this 
body, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today and get a chance to weigh in briefly.  I 
know this is something that's been discussed and I've had a discussion with a number of 
members here over this, but I just wanted to reiterate, I heard a statement earlier about 
legislators using some political capital to get this bill through.  I've not been there a long time - 
been sworn in about 14 months, and I used pretty much all the political capital that I had.  So 
I've got some – I’ve got to build some back up, but I supported this bill and it was supported 
from the very beginning with the Governor's proposal, primarily while I'll recognize there's a 
number of projects here, but primarily of the opportunity that we had to address some 
significant concerns on the upper Peninsula on I-64.  I wanted to thank all of you for the 
discussion that you're having right now between Newport News and Fort Eustis. I would want 
to reiterate the importance of looking beyond simply Fort Eustis and all the way from Jefferson 
Avenue to Williamsburg, and I have met with the Governor and the Transportation Secretary 
and VDOT and a few others on options that may be available between the Fort Eustis and 
Williamsburg points that should be considered.  And I would also hope that we will think 
outside of the box and don't rule out some alternative options that maybe haven't been 
discussed or at least I've not seen them discussed today on points west of Williamsburg, 
particularly perhaps utilizing existing infrastructure on Route 60.  There again, I've reviewed 
some options available there.  So, primarily I just wanted to, during public comment, to 
reiterate that that was a primary supporter of or reason for support that I had with this bill 
and I'll continue to promote that and any discussions along these lines and alternatives I 
would welcome the opportunity to be invited to be a part of them.  So thank you. 
 
Delegate Yancey 
Thank you, Madam Chair. Good afternoon to everyone.  My name is David Yancey.  I represent 
the 94th District in the House of Delegates, which encompasses the City of Newport News.  As 
we all know in this room transportation, of course, is a critical component.  We have done 
throughout Hampton Roads, certainly on the Peninsula, we've done outstanding things with 
education; we've done outstanding things with job growth and development; we have the 
incubator in Hampton; we have Hampton University's Research Center for Cancer Treatment.  
I think we've done many unique things to diversify the economy.  The biggest component that 
we need to work on now, of course, is your transportation infrastructure, especially to handle 
our logistical load.  The shipyard of course has its problems and just a simple fact of being able 
to attract new businesses or to allow existing businesses to expand with the distribution 
centers in the western part of the City of Newport News and James City County, for example, 
are going to be critical.  In order to do that, of course we have to be able to improve our 
transportation network as soon as possible.  My opinion, based on the limited funds available 
that will be coming from the federal government, I would encourage you all to take a look at 
this week's Economist magazine, where they point out that the Congressional Budget Office, 
the 2014 estimate forecast for highway spending is limited at best to a decline to almost 
nothing if they do not improve the federal transportation infrastructure and they do not 
improve the revenues available for that.  My thoughts are, since we have to get the biggest 
bang for the buck as it was mentioned earlier, we need to look at all of the possibilities for 
building and widening I-64 on the Peninsula as soon as possible, and it's my opinion that we 
should look at the median lanes; VDOT already has access to that median area.  We can go 
ahead and do the elevation work as soon as possible, utilize the environmental impact study, 
build these lanes, maintain these lanes, and do what we have to do to attract new businesses 
and expand our current business.  Thank you. 
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Submitted Public Comments 
 
Chair Ward reported there was one submitted public comment in the agenda packet.  
 
(Mayor Sessoms, Mr. Ellis, and Lt. Col. Jansen depart) 
 
Consent Items 
 
Chair Ward outlined the Consent Items as follows: 
 

• Minutes 
• HRTPO Financial Statement 
• I-64 Southside (including High Rise Bridge) EIS Study – LRTP and TIP 

Amendments 
• FY 2012-2015 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment: CMAQ 

Allocations 
• FY 2012-2015 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment: James City 

County 
• HRTPO Citizen Transportation Advisory Committee: Bylaws Amendment 
• HRTPO Citizen Transportation Advisory Committee: Membership 
• HRTPO Freight Transportation Advisory Committee: Membership 
• Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study: Phase 2A Final Report 
• Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study: Phase 2B Scope of Work 
• Revising Functional Class Designations 
• I-64 Peninsula DEIS Study – Preferred Alternative: Resolution 

 
Mr. Farmer requested to pull Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study: Phase 2B Scope of Work 
until a later date and I-64 Peninsula DEIS Study – Preferred Alternative: Resolution until the 
May Retreat.  Mayor Price Moved to approve the Consent items with the amendments; 
seconded by Delegate Cosgrove.  The Motion Carried. 
 
Consent Agenda Item 15-J 
Hampton Roads Passenger Rail Study: Phase 2B Scope of Work 
 
Mayor Price indicated his questions had been clarified and Moved to approve Consent 
Agenda Item 15-J; seconded by Mr. Shepperd.  The Motion Carried. 
 
Consent Agenda Item 15-L 
I-64 Peninsula DEIS Study – Preferred Alternative: Resolution 
 
Delegate Cosgrove Moved to defer Consent Agenda Item 15-L until the May Retreat; 
seconded by Mayor Price.  The Motion Carried. 
 
Mr. Farmer stated the next opportunity to approved Consent Agenda Item 15-L would be at 
the June HRTPO Board meeting since discussions at the May Retreat will not include an 
action associated with it. 
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Mayor Price asked whether HRTPO staff foresees any other significant information arising 
with regards to the I-64 preferred alternative before the May Retreat.  Mr. Farmer replied 
affirmatively and indicated his plans to speak with both CTB and VDOT staff especially 
pertaining to the NEPA process. 
 
HRTPO Board Action Items: Three Month Tentative Schedule 
 
Chair Ward outlined the three month summary of upcoming action items in the HRTPO 
Agenda. 
 
Correspondence of Interest 
 
Chair Ward highlighted the items in the Correspondence of Interest section of the Agenda 
packet. 
 
For Your Information 
 
Chair Ward noted the items in the For Your Information section of the Agenda packet. 
 
Old/New Business 
 
Mr. Tom Inglima, Attorney-at-Law with Willcox & Savage reported there are four drafted 
technical amendments to the establishment of the Hampton Roads Transportation Fund in 
HB 2313.  He stated the first amendment, the addition of “bridges and/or tunnels” after the 
word “roads” in Paragraph A was approved by the HRTPO at its Special March 4, 2013 
Board Meeting, as was the following sentence change: 

The moneys deposited in the fund shall be used solely for new construction projects on 
new or existing roads in the Hampton Roads Region as approved by the Hampton Roads 
Transportation Planning Organization. 

to 

The moneys deposited in the fund shall be used solely for new construction projects on 
new or existing roads in the Hampton Roads Region as approved by the Hampton Roads 
Transportation Planning Organization. 

 
Mr. Inglima stated that based on many informal reports, it was believed that the sponsors 
of HB 2313 intended for the fund, as it relates to Hampton Roads, to be capable of being 
pledged to secure bonds; however, the existing language in the bill as it relates to Hampton 
Roads is silent on that topic.  Therefore, the following language was added: 

Moneys deposited into the Fund may be pledged to secure bonds of a duly authorized 
state, regional or local issuer selected by the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning 
Organization. The moneys deposited in the Fund and the proceeds of bonds secured by 
moneys deposited into the Fund... 
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Mr. Inglima commented that more supplemental language was added to clarify that 
expenses incurred by the HRPDC and HRTPO in connection with this expanded role would 
be funded out of the monies in the fund. 

…and for the direct and indirect costs and expenses (including, without limitation, 
administrative costs and expenses) incurred by the Hampton Roads Transportation 
Planning Organization and/or Hampton Roads Planning District Commission with 
respect to such projects. 

 
Finally, the last amendment improves HRTPO oversight with respect to VDOT activities such 
as the ability to receive quarterly reports. 

The Comptroller shall provide the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning 
Organization with a report of the Fund, at least quarterly, reflecting receipts, 
expenditures and the Fund balance. The Virginia Department of Transportation shall 
provide the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization with reports, at least 
quarterly, of all projects for which it has expended or dedicated moneys in the Fund. 
Those reports shall include progress and expense reports for each such project. 

 
Senator Wagner commented it was his understanding that it was the intent of the General 
Assembly to include “bridges and tunnels” as referenced in the first technical amendment.  
He stated the new language is acceptable.  Regarding the third technical amendment, 
Senator Wagner remarked there the open ended language “without limitation” should not 
be included because it was not the intent of the General Assembly to have money from HB 
2313 be used to subsidize what the localities would normally contribute.  He suggested 
striking that language and informed the Board that all technical amendments must be 
submitted immediately for the Governor’s approval.   
 
Delegate Cosgrove agreed with Senator Wagner and stated the language should be 
removed.   
 
Senator Wagner Moved to approve the set of technical amendments with the removal of 
the third amendment regarding costs incurred by the HRTPO; seconded by Delegate 
Cosgrove.  The Motion Carried.   
 
Adjournment  
 
With no further business to come before the Hampton Roads TPO, the meeting adjourned 
at 12:48 p.m. 
 
 
 
                                                                                   
   Molly J. Ward  Dwight L. Farmer 

Chair   Executive Director/Secretary 
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REVENUES Annual Budget Current Month YTD
VDOT-PL SEC 112 FEDERAL 2,107,317           -                        936,543                   
VDOT-PL SEC 112 STATE 275,378              -                        117,068                   
VDOT-PL SEC 112 LOCAL 275,378              -                        117,067                   
VDOT CMAQ Grant 1,013,374           6,872                    125,438                   
VDOT CMAQ Grant (STATE) 152,593              -                             
HRT MATCH 25,000                 -                        9,331                         
WAT MATCH 12,500                 -                             
STATE PASS-THROUGH 37,500                 -                        9,331                         
FEDERAL PASS-THROUGH 300,000              -                        74,647                      
VDRPT 5303 FEDERAL 231,223              -                        104,458                   
VDRPT 5303 STATE 28,903                 -                        13,057                      
VDRPT 5303 LOCAL 28,903                 -                        12,974                      

Total Revenue 4,488,069         6,872                 1,519,915             

EXPENSES
PERSONNEL 2,504,591           238,759              1,451,513                
CONTRACTUAL 111,413              -                        5,533                         
SPECIAL CONTRACTS 24,421                 6,872                    125,578                   
OFFICE SERVICES 317,696              1,503                    68,110                      
PASS THROUGH EXPENDITURES 1,038,467           -                        93,309                      
INDIRECT COSTS 491,481              28,317                 256,223                   

Total Expenses 4,488,069           275,452              2,000,266                

AGENCY BALANCE -                        (268,580)             (480,352)                  

2/28/2013

STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
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HAMPTON	ROADS	TRANSPORTATION	PLANNING	ORGANIZATION	
BOARD	RESOLUTION	2013‐02	

	
A	 RESOLUTION	 OF	 THE	 HAMPTON	 ROADS	 TRANSPORTATION	 PLANNING	 ORGANIZATION	
AUTHORIZING	THE	FILING	OF	AN	APPLICATION	WITH	THE	VIRGINIA	DEPARTMENT	OF	RAIL	
AND	 PUBLIC	 TRANSPORTATION	 FOR	 GRANTS	 OF	 FEDERAL	 FUNDS	 UNDER	 THE	 FEDERAL	
TRANSIT	ADMINISTRATION	SECTION	5303	PROGRAM	AND	STATE	MATCHING	FUNDS.	
	
WHEREAS,	 the	 contract	 for	 financial	 assistance	 will	 impose	 certain	 obligations	 upon	 this	 Body,	
including	the	provision	of	the	local	funds	to	support	project	costs;	and	
	
WHEREAS,	 a	 recipient	 of	 Federal	 Transit	 Administration	 Funding	 is	 required	 to	 provide	
certifications	and	assurances	that	all	pertinent	Federal	statutes,	regulations,	executive	orders	and	
directives	 will	 be	 obeyed	 and	 it	 is	 the	 intent	 of	 this	 Body	 to	 comply	 fully	 with	 all	 required	
certifications	and	assurances.	
	
NOW,	THEREFORE,	BE	IT	RESOLVED	by	the	Hampton	Roads	Transportation	Planning	Organization	
that	the	Executive	Director	is	authorized	to:	
	

1. Prepare	 and	 file	 an	 application	 on	 behalf	 of	 Hampton	 Roads	 Transportation	 Planning	
Organization	with	the	Virginia	Department	of	Rail	and	Public	Transportation	for	federal	and	
state	 financial	assistance	under	 the	Federal	Transit	Administration	Section	5303	Program	
and	State	Aid	Program;	
	

2. Execute	 and	 file	 with	 such	 application	 all	 necessary	 certifications	 and	 assurances	 or	 any	
other	 documents	 or	 information	 required	 by	 Virginia	 Department	 of	 Rail	 and	 Public	
Transportation	in	connection	with	the	application	or	the	project;	
	

3. Execute	 a	 grant	 agreement	 on	 behalf	 of	 the	 Hampton	 Roads	 Transportation	 Planning	
Organization	with	the	Virginia	Department	of	Rail	and	Public	Transportation	for	the	use	of	
FTA	Section	5303	Program	and	State	Aid	Program	funds.	

	
BE	 IT	 FURTHER	 RESOLVED	 that	 the	 Hampton	 Roads	 Transportation	 Planning	 Organization	
certifies	that	the	local	share	required	to	match	the	federal	funds	identified	in	the	application	shall	
be	made	available	from	resources	available	to	this	Body.	
	
APPROVED	and	ADOPTED	by	the	Hampton	Roads	Transportation	Planning	Organization	Board	at	
its	meeting	on	the	18th	day	of	April,	2013.	
	
	
	
	 ______________________________________________

	 Dwight	L.	Farmer	
Executive	Director/Secretary
Hampton	Roads	Transportation		

Planning	Organization	
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HAMPTON	ROADS	TRANSPORTATION	PLANNING	ORGANIZATION	
BOARD	RESOLUTION	2013‐03	

	
A	 RESOLUTION	 OF	 THE	 HAMPTON	 ROADS	 TRANSPORTATION	 PLANNING	 ORGANIZATION	
DIRECTING	 STAFF	 TO	 ASSIST	 THE	 VIRGINIA	 DEPARTMENT	 OF	 TRANSPORTATION	 IN	
TRANSPORTATION	RELATED	MATTERS	AS	NECESSARY	TO	COMPLY	WITH	THE	PROVISIONS	
OF	23	USC	135.	
	
WHEREAS,	 the	Virginia	Department	 of	 Transportation	 (VDOT)	 is	 seeking	 assistance	 in	 transportation	
planning	 related	 matters	 for	 the	 Hampton	 Roads	 Transportation	 Planning	 Organization	 (HRTPO)	 to	
comply	with	based	on	the	provisions	of	23	USC	135;	and	
	
WHEREAS,	the	Federal	State,	Planning	and	Research	(SP&R)	funds	in	the	amount	of	$58,000	are	being	
made	available	to	the	HRTPO	for	the	period	of	July	1,	2013,	through	June	30,	2014;	and	
	
WHEREAS,	the	HRTPO	elects	to	provide	the	local	share	match	of	$14,500	to	utilize	SP&R	funds	for	the	
benefit	of	the	local	jurisdictions	comprising	the	Hampton	Roads	region.	
	
NOW,	THEREFORE,	BE	IT	RESOLVED	by	the	Hampton	Roads	Transportation	Planning	Organization	that	
the	 Executive	 Director	 is	 directed,	 for	 and	 on	 behalf	 of	 the	 Hampton	 Roads	 Transportation	 Planning	
Organization,	 to	 furnish	 such	 documents	 and	 other	 information	 as	 may	 be	 required	 to	 qualify	 for	
authorization	 under	 the	 agreement	 with	 VDOT	 	 and	 to	 administer	 such	 SP&R	 funds	made	 available,	
certifying	that	they	shall	be	administered	in	accordance	with	the	provisions	of	23	CFR	Part	420,	State,	
Planning	and	Research	Program	Administration.	
	
APPROVED	and	ADOPTED	 by	 the	Hampton	Roads	Transportation	Planning	Organization	Board	 at	 its	
meeting	on	the	18th	day	of	April,	2013.	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	 Dwight	L.	Farmer	
	 Executive	Director/Secretary

Hampton	Roads	Transportation		
Planning	Organization	
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